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5 of 5 review helpful The Life Giving Sword by William Scott Wilson is an excellent companion text to Musashi s Go 
Rin No Sho By David H Smith The translation of Yagyu Munenori s The Life Giving Sword by William Scott Wilson 
is an excellent companion text to Musashi s Go Rin No Sho Like it this text can indeed must be read a number of times 
separated by deep reflection if one is to grasp its deepest essence Wi This is a translation of an important classic on 
Zen swordfighting Yagyu Munenori was so widely renowned that he was appointed official sword instructor to two 
Tokugawa shoguns The position was always coveted by Miyamoto Musashi but he never succeeded in gaining the 
post Yagyu s style is known as the Shinkage ryu style for centuries the official style of the Tokugawa dynasty His 
spiritual mentor was Zen priest Takuan Here Yagyu s Buddhist spirituality is clearl From Publishers Weekly Just in 
time to capitalize on the cinematic vogue for samurai epics comes this new translation of a classic 17th century 
Japanese swordsmanship manual Heavily influenced by Zen Buddhism Munenori a swordsmanship instructor to 
several Sho 
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